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over the years, bmw has released several
navigation systems. the latest release is the
v32 navigation dvd navigation system. this is
bmw's latest navigation system, and is now
available in every new bmw produced. it is
the fastest and most advanced of bmw's

navigation systems. the v32 can track your
car's location and make a map route from
anywhere. it also has voice recognition, a

voice-to-text and bluetooth capabilities. the
lack of a cd drive for most users is not a

drawback, as many of the cd-based
navigation systems have lost their value. in

the modern age of the ipod and mp3
players, most people will never need the

added functionality of the cd-rom. there are
a few exceptions, such as tour groups. most

people will be able to use an ipod, mp3
player, or usb flash drive as a navigation
device. the cd-based systems are a much
better way to use them, as they can be

updated more often. also, they tend to be
much better looking and sound. the external
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antenna is of an enormous benefit for most
people who use their navigation systems

while driving. the cd-based navigation
systems are also more cost effective. most
cd-based navigation systems offer a free

trial, which lasts for one year. this is a huge
advantage over the cd-rom nav systems,
which tend to be quite expensive. the cd-
based systems can be updated online and
download maps at a fraction of the cost of

the cd-rom nav systems. navigation cds can
be used on almost all vehicles and in almost
any car-navigation system, which makes it a
more universal product. in the software-only

navigation systems, the map updates are
often limited to certain areas or regions.
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the bmw navigation hardware is very reliable
and has a very long lasting battery.

however, the wi-fi hotspot capabilities of the
navigation computer have always been

weak, and the latest mkiv / v32 version with
the new software has only slightly improved
the situation. if you have a mkiv computer,
or any other bmw, you do not need a new
navigation computer unless you desire to

use a different map or view map resolution.
you only need to upgrade your existing
navigation computer with the latest v32

navigation software. even if your bmw is in a
crate, there is no reason to upgrade unless

you are planning to change the map or
views. if you are not sure what model or year
your navigation computer is, you can go to
the bmw website and download the serial
number decoder for free. you will get the

model number, serial number, year, and the
last 4-digits of the 12-digit vehicle id

number. you can use the serial number
decoder to determine whether or not your
computer is a mkiv or older. the following
video shows how to upgrade your mkiv

navigation computer to a v32 version of the
latest software (mkiv or later). i have
provided a link to download the latest
software (mkiv or later) and a link to

download the mkiv / mkiv d30 navigation
software and the mkiv upgrade key. if you

want to use an mkiv computer with the bmw
navigation system, this is the information
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you need. many bmw owners, especially
those who do not like the hud, prefer to use

a laptop or mobile device to navigate instead
of the head up display. this can cause

problems with software updates if you use a
third party navigation software or update

software. for example, when you use a third
party navigation app or update your

navigation software using the bmw cd, the
software will also update the idrive head up

display (hud) software. this can cause
problems if you use an mkiv or later

navigation computer or if you use an hud
that is already running software. to avoid
any problems, you need to upgrade your

navigation software from an mkiv navigation
computer to a v32 navigation computer. this
also applies if you have an mkiv navigation
computer that has already been upgraded
and is running on a v27 (4-1/70) software
version, such as bmw navigation systems
released after v27 (4-1/70). 5ec8ef588b
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